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DECBION AND ORDER

On July 26, 1991, Louis Lewis fikd with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Rekti~ns  (the Labor Board) a complaint alleging, in allegations #l-5,  that the Fairfield
County Sheriffs Department had engaged and was engaging in a prohibited practice within
the meaning of Corm.  Gen. Stat. $5-272.  The complaint was amended, by the addition of
ahlegations  #6  and #7,  on September 13, 1991. The substance of the Lewis charge, as
amended, is contained in the following  paragraphs of the complaint:

3 . As a result of Complainant’s exercise of his rights to form, join or assist any
employee organization as guaranteed by COM.  Gen. Stat. 55-271,  respondent has
caused Complainant to suffer prohibited acts including, but not limited to a change in
conditions of employment, coercion and threats of termination of employment.



4 . Complainant has further been disciplined in the form of demotion and subsequent
suspension from his position for an infraction which is not commensurate with said
discipline in violation of Corm. Gen. Stat. @272(a)(5).

5 . Complainant has been compelled to contribute dues to an employee organization
by Respondent, under threat of termination, in violation of Corm. Gen. Stat. $5-
272(a)(2).

6 . Complainant was discharged from his employment with Respondent in violation of
Corm. Gen. Stat. !&272(a)(3).

7 . Complainant was not afforded a proper pre-termination hearing as required by
law.

Subsequently, on November 4, 1991, the International Union of Police Associations
filed a representation petition (Case No. SE-14,213) seeking to represent certain Special
Deputy Sheriffs working in Fairfield  County. The Board conducted a hearing on that
petition on February 7, 1992, and granted the parties’ request to take evidence and argument
only on the question of whether the special deputies were “employees” under the SE&I,  and
to issue a statement on that threshold issue before proceeding to hearings on any other issues.

After that hearing, the legislature enacted, and the Governor signed, Public Act No.
92-66,  which stated that “Special Deputy Sheriffs shall not be subject to the provisions of
Chapters 66 to 68,  inclusive”. We then dismissed the petition, noting that the provisions
excluded the Special Deputies thenceforth from the provisions of the SERA, and stating that
“the enactment of Public Act No. 92-61 clearly forecloses any viable petition for
representation for the proposed unit of Special Deputy  Sheriffs”. We then concluded “since
a petition for representation is not viable, we do not reach the question put before us by the
parties prior to the enactment of Public Act No. 92-61, namely whether Special Deputy
Sheriffs were employees within the meaning of the Act, at times prior to the passage of
Public Act No. 92-61”.

In anticipation of a scheduled hearing of May 10, 1993, concerning the instant
complaint involving Louis Lewis, the parties, with the encouragement of the Board’s Agent,
agreed that the exhibits, transcripts and briefs, which were part of the record of the petition
in Case No. SE-14,213, should be accepted by the Board as part of the record of the present
prohibited practice complaint. By agreement, both parties submitted supplemental briefs on
the issue of the Act’s coverage of the Special Deputy Sheriffs, and, particularly, on the
question of the bearing of Public Act 92-61 on the prior applicability of the SERA to the
Special Deputy Sheriffs. The essence of the parties’ rquest was for a preliminary statement
by the Board on the threshold question of the status of Special Deputy Sheriffs as employees
within the meaning of the SERA (prior to passage of PA 92-61) for the purpose of
determining the need for further evident&y  hearings on the merits of the complaint. The
Board accepted the agreed-on approach, and accordingly addressed the issue of employee
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status. Gn the basis of the record incorporated by agreement from the petition in Case No.
SE-14,213, we set forth the preliminary findings of fact and made a preliminary statement.
However, the “preliminary statement” was originally titled and set forth in the format of a
declaratory ruling in a document issued as Decision No. 3106 on May 10, 1993.

Subsequently, this Board issued a Notice to Parties of Intent to Modify the so-called
“Declaratory Ruling” issued previously in Decision No. 3106. The Notice to Parties
provided the reasons for the intended modification, which in summary, was to make it clear
that the label “Declaratory Ruling” was incorrectly chosen, and to avoid any undue confusion
to the parties, i.e., to more accurately reflect the Board’s intention that such preliminary
statement was not a Declaratory Ruling of the Board, and should not be construed in any
manner as a final  decision of the Board. Gn  September 2, 1993, this Board then did issue
the actual modification which retitled the document a “Preliminary Statement”, making
certain related changes in content of the Findings of Fact and Discussion to reflect that
modification. For convenience? we refer to this preliminary statement as Decision No. 3106
A.

The parties then came before the Labor Board for a h&ng  on the merits of the
Lewis complaint on May 10, June 2, and July 13, 1993. At that time, both parties were
represented by counsel and had a full opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-
examine witnesses, and make argument. Both parties filed written briefs, the last of which
was received on September 16, 1993.

Gn the basis of the whole record before us, which includes the record incorporated by
agreement of the parties from the petition in Case No. SE-14,213, and the record
subsequently developed in Case No. SPY-13,958, we now issue our tinal  Decision and Order
in Case No. SPP-13,958, i.e., Louis Lewis’ amended complaint, which we label Decision
No. 3106-B.

FINJINGS  OF FACT

1. The Jnternational  Union of Police Associations is an employee organization within the
meaning of the Act concerning Cokctive Bargaining for State Employees. (Stip.)

2 . The Fairfield County Sheriff is an elected official pursuant to Chapter 78, COM.  Gen.
stat. g6-29,  etc.  (Stip.)

3 . Special Deputy Sheriffs are appointed by the County Sheriff pursuant to COM.  Gen. Stat.
66-43.

4. The statutory scheme involving Sheriffs, Deputies, Special Deputies, appears in COM.
Gen. Stat. $6-32  through 6-49a. Section 6-43 provides that the Sheriff of any county may
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appoint special deputies, who “shall have all the powers of Sheriffs as provided by law,
except as to civil process”. Section 6-43 provides in full:

“In case of riot or civil commotion or reasonable apprehension thereof,
or when he deems it necessary for the prevention or investigation of
crime, or when needed for attendance at court, the sheriff  of any
county may appoint special deputy sheriffs in such numbers as he
deems necessary. Special deputy sheriffs  shall be sworn to the faithful
performance of their duties and, having been so sworn, shall have all
the powers of the sheriff as provided by law, except as to service of
civil process; and such special deputies shall continue to hold their
office as long as the sheriff appointing them deems necessary but not
longer thau  the term of his office. Special deputy sheriffs shall not be
subject to the provisions of chapters 66 to 68, inclusive.“1

5 . Only the special deputies working in the Fairfield County Sheriff’s office were involved
in the ‘Petition in &se No. S&14,213.  Louis Lewis, the complainant, was a Special Deputy
working in the Fairfield County Sheriffs office.

6 . The fees for Special Deputy Sheriffs are established by the legislature pursuant to Co.nn.
Gen. Stat. $6-41(a)(4)  which established a basic rate and special per diem rates from $105
$130 for four (4) functions:

supervisory
Metal Detection
cell mclc
Transportation

(StiP.)

7. Ba%i%k,  a category of Special Deputy, also receive set per diem payments. (T’r.  39

8 . The County Sheriff designates Special Deputy Sheriffs for the four (4) special functions
w&in numerical and financial.  limits established by the County Sheriffs Agency. (Stip.)

9. The Sheriffs’ Advisory Roard is established by Corm.  Gen. Stat. 5632a  and 6-32b  and
exercises its authority through the County SheriBs  Agency. (Stip.)

10. The Special Deputy Sheriffs are appointed by the County Sheriff, generally for a term
of one (1) year, but not to exceed the term of the Sheriff’s office, and some special deputies
serve for many consecutive terms, and serve at the pleasure of the County Sheriff. (Stip.)

’ The last sentence  of 56-43 wns added by Public Act 9241, which was approved by the legNature  on May
29, 1992.
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’ 11. Special Deputy Sheriffs  are given training in CPR and other aspects of Sheriff’s work.
Such training is planned by the County Sheriff with the approval of the County Sheriff’s
Agency as to cost, subject matter and trainer qualifications. Some training is provided on a
statewide basis by the Agency. Special Deputy Sheriffs receive their daily fee while
attending training. (Stip.)

12. Some Special Deputy Sheriffs are authorized to carry &arms  by the County Sheriff, in
which case they purchase their own firearm and ammunition. The firearm must be approved
by the Sheriff and Special Deputy Sheriffs must complete required weapons training. (Stip.)

13. All Special Deputy Sheriffs perform their duties according to the schedule prepared by
the County Sheriff or his staff in accordance with the needs of the county. (Stip.)

14. The County Sheriff has the right to direct the Special Deputy Sheriffs in the
perfomunce  of their duties. (Stip.)

15. In Fairfield County, at most locations, there is a supervisory court officer to give
instructions and supervise other Special Deputy Sheriffs in day-today performance. (Stip.)

16. The supervisory court officer is a Special Deputy Sheriff.

17. Materials  and equipment used by the Special Deputy Sheriffs in the performance of their
duties are provided by the County Sheriffs Agency, for example:

uniforms

PR24 (a type of night stick)
HiUldCtiS

otherRestraints
Radios
Prisoner Transportation Vehicles

(StiP.)

lg. Special  Deputy Sheriffs must purchase their own badges, shoes and belts to a standard
set by the County Sheriff.  (Stip.)

19. The words, “Sheriffs Department, State of Connecticut” appear prominently on the
special deputies arm patches. The badge and collar tabs on the unZorm  bear the State seal.
(Tr.  22)

20. Special Deputy Sheriffs perform their duties personally and cannot appoint or designate
a non-deputy sheriff to perform  their duty. (Stip.)



21. There are about 625-650  special deputies in the State. Some of them work full-time,
and some special deputies work part-time, even as little as a few days per year. Some
special deputies also hold other jobs unrelated to the Sheriffs Department. (Tr.  84, 89)

2 2 . Special deputies are paid every two weeks from the State payroll, with the check signed
by the State comptroller. Social security deductions are not made from the pay checks. The
special deputies are not part of the state employee retirement system, nor covered by state
health insurance. The only deductions from  their checks are the medicare  portion of FICA,
and income tax. (Tr.  84-87)

2 3 . The federal income tax deduction is made pursuant to a decision of the Federal Internal
Revenue Se&x!,  which concluded that the special deputies were employees, not independent
contractors (Ex. 23). The special deputies now receive W-2 forms at the end of the year.
Prior to January, 1991, and prior to the IRS ruling, the special deputies were paid via a
“vendor’s” check and the payments were recorded on IRS 1099 forms, the mechanism
normally used for independent contractors (‘Tr.  25, 93)

2 4 . The State budget only designates a total dollar amount for special deputies, as opposed
to the structure for classified employees, where the budget specifies  the number of positions
as well as the amount of money for positions in that category. (Tr.  90)

2 5 . Special deputies are directed to report at a set hour, and normally stay until a pre-set
ending hour. They receive a one hour, unpaid lunch break. Certain special deputies work
35 hours per week. At times they stay later to tend to remaining prisoners (Tr.  31). At
least in the case of special deputy Lewis, if all prisoners have left his assigned area, he
reports to the supervisory court officer to make sure it is all right for him to depart for the
day. Ke does not lose pay in such cases. (Tr.  53,57)

2 6 . Special deputies do not receive pay for any day not actually worked, and thus do not
receive vacation or sick leave pay. (Tr.  38)

2 7 . Special deputies receive orders and supervision from supervising officers within the
rinks of special deputies. There is more than one tier of supervision, with the County
Sheriff at the top level, and under him the Chief Deputy Sheriff. They cannot deviate from
the manner in which they are ordered to perform tasks. There is a manual for special
deputies which specifies their responsibilities and duties (‘I?.  39, 57, 65-67,76-78,  101,
ill-1 15). In the course of their duties when incidents involving prisoners occur, the special
deputies must fill. out “incident” reports. Speciai  Deputy Ann Ke~edy-St.  George has
received instruction from the’chief  of Court Security on ways to improve the quality of her
reports (Tr.  41-43). There is a process of written reprimands which may follow from
incidents. (Tr.  60-61)

2 8 . Of the two special deputies who testified, one had received a work performance
evaluation and the other had not. (Tr.  39)
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2 9 . At least in the case of former special deputy Lewis, if he could not attend work as
assigned on a given day, he was responsible for finding a replacement, but this must be from
among the special deputies.

3 0 . The State of Connecticut and the Sheriffs’ offices routinely utilize various services
which supply temporary workers for clerical, health care, technical and administrative
functions. These workers work under the direct supervision of State employees and often
use state equipment to perform their work. They are paid by the State of Connecticut, and
the State may refuse to utilize a worker whose services are unsatisfactory.

31. By specific statutory provision, the special deputies are eligible for workers
compensation. COM.  Gen. Stat. $5”142a.

3 2 . Louis  Lewis and the Special Deputy Sheriffs are not now and never have been
“appointed officials” within the meaning  of COM.  Gen. Stat. 85-270.

3 3 . Louis Lewis and the Special Deputy  Sheriffs are not now and never have been
independent’contractors excluded from the provisions of COM.  Gen. Stat. $5-270.

3 4 . Louis Lewis was an employee and Specti Deputy Sheriffs were employees subject to
the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State employees, COM.  Gen. Stat. $5-270  - 5-
280, prior to the enactment of Public Act 92-61.

3 5 . The State of Connecticut is the ultimate employer of the Special Deputy Sheriffs who
work within a department of the State, specifically, County Sheriff’s Agency and the
Fairfield  County Sheriff’s Department and these entities, as arms of the State, constitute an
employer within the meaning of the Act.

3 6 . After an extensive career in law enforcement, Louis Lewis was appointed as a Special
Deputy Sheriff in October, 1988.

3 7 . 3kwis  was reappointed as a Special Deputy Sheriff (hemmafter  Special Deputy) in June,
1989 and again in June, 1990.

38.  During the course of his employment, Lewis was given several “high risk” assignments,
promoted to a responsible supervisory position, and given authority to carry a gun. He was
regarded as highly competent by co-workers and superiors. vr.  I, 89; Tr. II, 56)

3 9 . At the time of the events herein, Lewis was one of twelve Special Deputies assigned to
transport prisoners within the custody of the Fairfield County Sheriff’s Department. (Tr.  I,

80)
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4 0 . In the fall of 1990,  Lewis contacted the Teamsters Union about organization of a union
for Special Deputies, and, shortly thereafter, he held a meeting with about thirty (30) Special
Deputies concerning union organization.

41. Lewis told Chief of Courthouse Security, Gary Ingeme, that he had contacted the
Teamsters. (Tr.  II, 181; I, 22)

42. Lewis was the principal organizer among the Special Deputies.

4 3 . The Sheriff’s Departments are made up of Deputy Sheriffs and Special Deputies.
Deputy Sheriffs, sometimes also called “paper sheriffs”, are appointed by the County Sheriffs
(COM.  Gen. Stat. $6-33,  and their principal duty is serving legal papers or “process”.
Special Deputy Sheriffs are appointed by the County Sheriffs and perform functions related
to maintaining order in the courts and custody and transportation of prisoners. Each
courthouse within Fairfield County has one Deputy Sheriff who serves as “Captain”, a high
level position, and who acts on behalf of the High Sheriffs in certain managerial capacities.

4 4 . In the fall of 1990, after the meeting with the Teamsters, Deputy Sheriff Roger Delsin,
who was the Captain of the Danbury Sheriff’s office, called Special Deputy Peter Matter  into
his office, along with Iwo  other Special Deputies. Delsin told the three that there would
never be a union, that they could fire them all right then and there, but there was not going
to be a union. He told them not to try to unionize individuals. (Tr.  II, 126)

4 5 . Also, during the heat of the organizing efforts, in the fall of 1990, Walter Ford, who
was a Special Deputy Sheriff assigned to the Bridgeport courthouse, was present during a
conversation involving himself, Chief of Courthouse Security, Gary Ingeme, and Chief
Deputy Warren Tingley. Tingley stated that it was believed that Lewis was one of the
primary players in the organization of the union and that disciplinary action would be taken
against him because of his involvement, and that he would not be reappointed. The names of
Special Deputies Ann Kennedy-St. George and Craig Potter were also mentioned. (Tr.  II,
115-122)

46. In November, 1990, in response to a rumor that union activities would be discussed at a
meeting of the Fairfield County Sheriff’s Association, seven or eight Special Deputies went
to the regular monthly meeting of the Association, which was held at the “Port 5” restaurant.
About 25-30  process+xving  Deputies were present. High Sheriff Mkk,  who is the highest
official QP the Ftield  County SherifYs  Department, addressed the Special Deputies with an
angry voice, stating that if they continued organizing, he would fke  them, that he had hired
them and could fire them as well. Mak did not limit or direct his threats only to union
organizing conduct which occurred within certain areas of the courthouses or occurred during
working time. (The nature of the Association is discussed below at Findings of Fact
numbers 82-85.)
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’ 47. On November 20, 1990, a few days after the “Port 5” meeting, Chief of Court Security,
Ingeme, addressed about ten (10) Special Deputies at a “roll call”. Ingeme told these Special
Deputies that he knew about the union organization campaign, that he knew who was
involved, and that he was directed by High Sheriff Mak to tell  the Special Deputies that they
would be fired, if they continued to organize. Ingeme’s comments were not limited to those
organizational activities which Special Deputies might conduct on courthouse premises or
“working time”.

48. Throughout the late fall and winter of 1990-1991 and the spring of 1991, Lewis
continued his union organizing actively and openly on behalf of a union, although at some
point this was a union other than the Teamsters. This included uxni.n~g  organizational
meetings and active solicitation of cards in the two or three month period prior to June,
1991. (Tr.  I, 49, 77)

49. In early June, 1991, all Special Deputies were reappointed, including Lewis and those
others who were known to be involved in union activity.

50. On May 29, 1991 Special Deputy AM Kennedy-St. George filed a complaint with the
Labor Board alleging discrimination for union acuvities. Qn  June 4, 1991, the Labor Board
sent a letter to the Sheriff’s agency advising that an informal conference would be held on
July 26 concerning Kennedy-St. George’s complaint.

5 1 . On  Tuesday, June 11, Ingeme went to the control room at the courthouse in Bridgeport
to investigate a report that a Special Deputy had been wearing a gun within the restricted
area of the cell-block. Special Deputies are barred, by policy, from  wearing a gun in the
restricti  area and must lock up the gun before entering.*

’ The policies cameming weapons  are contained in a memo of August 31,1989  (Xx. 16) titled “Access  to
Sectity  Area” and in three (3) other documenta,  which are included in the “Court OfEcer’s  Manual  for Special
Deputies” (Ex. 8) at pages 62-66. The Court Offkers’  manual contaim

1) The original Policy 6-89 from  High  Sheriff Mak, dated January 4.1989 titled “Authorization
for the Possevsioa  of Weapons by FCSD Personnel”, which states in pertim& part:

“No o&.er  appointed by me, shaII  possea any weapon in the performance of
his duty, OS while in uniform or while euroute  to or dqarting  from  that  officer’s
duty  location uuksa  specificaUy  authorized by the UNDERSIIGND.

***

“THE POSSESSION OF A WEAPON BY AN UNAUTHORIZED OFFICER
SHALL BE GROSS INSUBORDINATION AND A DISOBEDIENCE OF AN
ORDER, WHICH CAN RESULT IN IMMEDIATE DISCHARGE.”

(Ex.  8, pp 6264; Ex. 5)

2) An August 18, 1989 Memorandum titled “FCSD POLICY”  6-89 Weapons  Control, which is
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52.  While  Ingeme  was asking  two  Special  Deputies  about  the matter,  Lewis  entered the
control  room,  which is in the  restricted  area, wearing his gun.  Lewis,  who is authorized  to
carry a gun,  while  performing  his  transportation  duties,  had  forgotten  to remove  the gun  and
lock  it up in his  office  gun  locker. Ingeme  called the gun to Lewis’ attention,  and Lewis
responded  in a way  which  demonstrated  he hadn’t  realized  the gun was still on,  and  he was
noticeably  upset. Upon  Ingeme’s  suggestion,  Lewis covered the gun by putting  Ingeme’s
coat on  and  went back  to the  office  outside  the  restricted  area. (Tr.  II 186-189;  Tr.  I 27-29)

53.  Ingeme,  Special  Deputy  Dunham,  and Special  Deputy  Day,  filled  out  “incident  reports’*
on June  11 involving  the control  room  events  of that  day. (Ex. 20)

54.  Also,  on  June  11,  Day filled  out an incident  report  asserting  that  on May 28,  1991,
Lewis  had  also entered the restricted  area with  his gun on. (Ex. 20)

55. On June  10,  1993,  Special  Deputy  Preston  wrote  an  incident  report  concerning  the May
28  incident,  a report  that  also asserted that  Lewis had  entered the restricted  area with  his  gun
on.  (Ex. 20)

56. On  June  10,1991,  Special  Deputy  Dunham  wrote  an incident  report  concerning  the May
28  incident,  as  well  as reporting,  a,) an incident  on  May 30  when  co-workers  pointed  out  that
Lewis  still  had  his wqon  on just  as he was about  to re-enter  the  rest&M  area, and  b) an
incident  on June  7,  when Lewis  also entered  the  restricted  area wearing  his  gun. (Ex. 20)

57. On  June  13,  1991,  Lewis  was given  a memo,  from  High  Sheriff  Mak,  disarming  him  of
his  weapon and  ordering  Lewis  to report  on June  14,  1991  for  reassignment. On  June  14,  he
was reassigned  to a lower  paying,  less  prestigious  position.  (Ex. 1)

58. Mak’s  June  13 memo  also not&A Lewis  of  “a hearing,  for your  violations  of  said
F.C.S.D.  Policy  concerning  weapons,  to be held  on  Tuesday,  July  2,  1991...”  in Norwalk.
The  hearing  was subsequently  rescheduled  for  July  9 in Bridgeport. (Ex. 2)

-

ffiam~ttothew~policy.  Thisse&forththeamswitbintheJudicialDepartmW
buildingsinto which weapom  couldnot be brought, aud  specifically extended the prohiition  “TO
OFFICERS INVOLVED IN PRISONER CUSTODY OR TRANSPORTATION, BEYOND THE
SALLYPORT/LOCKUP  AREAS.” The  ame&nat alsosetforthtbefequirementthatweapons
be placed in  lockable containers within the courthouse,  and the memo provided “FAILURE TO
COMPLY WITH THIS ORDER WILL RESULT IN A PERSONNEL ACTION.” (Ex.  8, p 64;
Ex. 6)

3) A memoxaudum  mxmkming the Policy, which is titled “Possession of Firearms OndOff
Duty”. (Ex.  8, pp 6547; Ex. 15)
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59. Sometime in June, during the period prior to that scheduled hearing, Captain Delsin had
a conversation with Special Deputy Peter Manor  in Danbury. Delsin stated that he had to go
to a big meeting on July 8. One  of the sergeants, present at the time, made a joke saying,
“What did Pete do now?” Delsin replied that “Mattor didn’t do anything,” that “they were
going to get rid of the union, get rid of the transport from Bridgeport because of union
activities.” (Tr  II, 127)

60. Gn  July 9, 1991, Lewis attended the “hearing” of which he had been notified
previously. He did not receive advance notice that he could bring an attorney, but was told
at the hearing that he could obtain a postponement, if he wished to bring one. He did not so
request. (I’r.  I, 58)

61. The July 9 “hearing” was conducted by Abraham Gordon, who is attorney for the
Fairfield County Sheriffs Association, as well as private attorney for Mak. (Tr.  II, 77)

62. The hearing board consisted of Chief Deputy Tingley, various regular deputies who
serve as “Captains” of their respective jurisdictions within Fairfield County, and William
Mehlhom, who was placed on the hearing board by Mak.  Mehlhom is a Deputy Sheriff
(process server) who has no supervisory function, but who is the Treasurer of the Fairfield
County Sheriff’s Association. (Tr.  III, 65,74)

6 3 . On about four or five occasions Fairfield County Captains have held hearings
concerning employees, usually holding them at their monthly “captains” meetings. On these
occasions, only deputies with supervisory duties have been involved, and Gordon has never
previously conducted such a meeting. (Tr.  III, 60, 73, 77)

64. Mak’s January 3, 1990 memorandum of policy #ll-89 concerning “Establishment of
Chain of Command” includes the following statements:

Fairfield County Sheriffs Board of Supervisors

The F.C.S.D. Board of Supervisors shall consist of the following personnelz
the High Sheriff,  Chief Deputy Sheriff, Chief of Court Security, the
supemisory  deputies at the various installations and the Executive Assistant to
the High Sheriff who will act as Secretary. The F.C.S.D. Board of
Supervisors may act as I&zing Board of this Agency regarding employee
discipline and grievances. The function and procedural organization is further
described in F.C.S.D. Policy Memorandum #12-89.

The Board of Review shall act as both an advkxy  body and as a
communication body for the dissemination of information  and procedural
augmentation at the supervisory level.
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The  Fairfield  County  Sheriff’s  Association,  as  an organization,  may advise  the
High  Sheriff  on matters  of  mutual  interest  to its  categories  of  its  members  of
both  regularly  appointed  and special  deputies.  Under  this  Table  of
Organization  the F.C.S.  Association  nor  its officers,  may  exercise  any
authority  or  control  over  any  officer  or within  any  custody  or  security
operation  F.C.S.D.  facilities.

Regularly  appointed  deputies,  whose  normal  duties  include  the service  of
process, unless  specifically  qualified  by the  High  Sheriff  to do  so,  by
appointment  as a supervisory  deputy,  shall have  no authority  whatsoever  to
direct  the  operation  of  facilities  or  deputies  within  any  F.C.S.D.  judicial
operation.

(This  memorandum  is contained  in the “Court  Officers’  Manual  for  Special  Deputies”  (Ex. 8
PP  6-8)

65.  The  “Policy  12-89”,  to which Mak’s  January 3,  1990  memorandum  refers,  describes  a
Board of  Supervisors  which 1) reviews  sanctions  imposed  by  the High  Sheriff  and
recommends  to him  whether  the sanction  should  be maintained,  2)  is composed  of  the  “Chief
Deputy  Sheriff,  the Chief  of  Court  Security  and  all Court  supervising  deputies”. (This
memo  was drafted by former  Chief  of Courthouse  Security  David  Villa and issued by Mak.)

66. At the July  9 hearing,  Lewis  admitted  to two  of  the alleged incidents  involving
violations  of  the  gun policy,  so  no available  witnesses  to the incidents  were  called.

67. On July  9,  Tingley  wrote  a letter  to Mak  recommending  suspension  of  Lewis  pending  a
final  recommendation  of  the hearing  panel,  and  referred to the admissions  of  Lewis  and the
seriousness  of  the  charge.  (Ex. 3)

68.  By  letter  of  July  10,  1993,  Mak  suspended  Lewis. (Ex. 4)

69. On July  12,  the hearing  panel  issued  a full  report  to Mak and  recommended  that  Lewis’
appointment,  as  a Special  Deputy  Sheriff,  be withdrawn,  and his relationship  with  the
Department  be terminated. The  report  stresses  that  Lewis  was aware of the gun  policy,  that
he admitted  his i&actions, that  Lewis  had a careless approach  to his  duties,  and  that  he
endangered  prisoners,  fellow  Sheriffs  and others.  The  report  cited Policy  6-89  (memo  of
l/4/89),  the  August  18,  1989  amendment  thereto,  the memo  titled  “Possession  of  Firearms
On and Off  Duty”,  and the August  31,  1989  memo  titled  “Access  to Security  Areas”.

70. On  July  23,  Lewis  signed the original  complaint  in the instant  case. The  complaint  was
not officially  filed with  the Labor  Board  until  its receipt  by the Labor  Board  on July  26,
1991.
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’ 71. On July 26, Lewis testified on behalf of Special Deputy Ann Kennedy-St. George, at the
informal conference conducted by the Labor  Board, concerning her prohibited practice
complaint in Case No. SPP-13,805.

7 2 . Also,  Mak issued a “termination” letter on July 26 to Lewis in which he withdrew
Lewis’ appointment. Lewis received the letter in the mail on the following day.

73. Lewis is the only Special Deputy ever terminated for wearing a gun into the restricted
area, and there is no evidence in the record of anyone being disciplined for this specific
infraction prior to Lewis. (Ik.  II, 177)

7 4 . Breach of the gun policy, on two occasions, would not have resulted in termination
during the tenure of former Chief of Courthouse Security David Villa, who was Ingeme’s
predecessor. (Tr.  I, 64)

7 5 . At the Bridgeport Courthouse, prior to the incident involving Lewis, personnel entered
the restricted area wearing a gun, about four or five times per year, and at least two persons
at the Bridgeport Courthouse violated the policy twice each. No discipline resulted from any
of these incidents. (Tr.  I, 54, 70)

7 6 . During the tenure of former Chief of Court Security David Villa, which ended in the
fall of 1990, certain incidents occurred, which resulted in Villa recommending discipline (See
Ex. lla-llg). These incidents are set forth in Findings of Fact 77 to 82.

77. In 1989, Special Deputy “M”  was recommended for termination for intentionally
carrying a gun, although unauthorized to do so, and, thereby, violating Policy No. 6-89
concerning possession of firearms on and off duty.

78. In 1989, Special Deputies “T”  and .B” were recommended for termination due to an
incident in which they admittedly transported a female prisoner in the driver’s compartment
of their vehicle, thus violating transportation policies (T  was also accused by the inmate of
offering drugs and special treatment in exchange for sex). The recommendations were based
on their admission to the improper transportation of the inmate and their prior records of
misconduct. They resigned.

79. In March, 1990, Special Deputy “W” was given a five-day suspension and reassigned
from transportation to civil bailiff duty for direct possession of a firearm in violation of the
gun policy (No. 6-89),  and operating a vehicle in a state  of complete insecurity in violation
of Policy # 5-89.

80. In March 1990, Special Deputy “J” was suspended for five days for carrying a loaded
handgun, after being ordered disarmed. His previous record, of repeated and serious
misconduct, was noted. He was advised, at the time of this suspension, that further acts of
misconduct would result in discharge.
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81. In 1989, formal reprimands were recommended by Chief of Court Security Villa in the
cases of two Special Deputies who failed to use leg restraints on a prisoner who escaped.

82. In 1989, in connection  with the same escape, Special Deputy “W2”  was reassigned to
non-custody duties due to his failure to use restraints in violation of Policy # 5-89. The
penalty was limited due to his prior record, but he was advised that termination would be
recommended in the event of a “similar failure to observe F.C.S.D. policy”.

83. In June or July, 1991, after the incidents leading to the discharge of Lewis, Special
Deputy Greg Potter, by mistake, entered the control room wearing his gun. He noticed he
was wearing his weapon, acknowledged such to Jngeme, who was also in the control room,
and left, covering his gun with a coat. On his own initiative, Potter filled out an incident
report. Potter was called in by Chief Deputy Tingley and asked what had happened.
Tingley noted that Potter had been there for eleven (11) years, that he had a “good track
record”, and told Potter not to let it happen again. Tingley said something about the fact that
Potter would be getting something in the mail, but Potter never received anything. Potter
had been involved in inquiries about union organizing in 1984, and had also solicited a card
from Jngeme in the 1991 union organizing effort, although the evidence does not establish
whether this was before or after the Potter incident.

84. The Employer terminated Louis Lewis due to his union activities.

85. The Fairfield County Sheriff’s Association is an organization which engages in a number
of activities, including contributing to the lobbying of the legislature concerning the pay to be
given to Special Deputies and to regular “process tig” Deputies, conducting various
charitible  activities (e.g., fingerprinting of juveniles, drug awareness programs), and
contributing to the expenses of the Sheriffs’ entertainment of various public figures.

86. Prior to the unionization effort, Special Deputies were not made aware of the meeting
times of the Association, although it met once a month.

87. Both Lewis and Kennedy-St. George were told by superiors, at times in 1989 and 1990,
that they had to pay dues to the Association or they would not have jobs. (‘I’r I, 38-39,
96-98)

88. Historidy,  dues have been ‘collected by supervisors and submitted to Mak at his
Sheriffs department ofYice. Mak then forwarded the dues to the treasurer of the Fairfield
County  Sheriff’s Association. The August, 1991 notice to all FCSD Supervisors and Special
Deputies, concerning the payment schedule for dues, was issued on a State memorandum
from Mak, and this memo refers to the dues being collected by supervisors. (I’r.  III,  166;
Ex. 9)
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Special Deputy Sheriffs were employees and Louis Lewis was an employee, subject to the
Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, COM.  Gen. Stat. Section 5-270  -
5-280 prior to the enactment of Public Act 92-61; they were not “appointed officials” within
the meaning of the Act nor were they independent contractors excluded from the provisions
of the Act.

2 . The Employer terminated Louis Lewis due to his union activities, and thereby committed
a prohibited practice in violation of Section 5-272(a)(S)  of the Act.

3 . Due to the Employer’s action in terminating Lewis, it is not possible to determine what
other, lesser sanctions against Lewis, if any, would have been imposed.

4 . There is insufficient evidence to establish that the Employer terminated Lewis due to his
testimony concerning or involvement in, the prohibited practice complaint filed by Ann
Kennedy-St. George.

5 . The statements and threats of High Sheriff Mak,  Chief of Court Security Ingeme, Chief
Deputy Tingley, and Deputy Roger Delsin concerning the union organizing effort (as set
forth in Findings #‘44,  45, 46, and 47) constituted restraint and coercion of employees rights
under the Act, and by these statements and threats, the Employer committed prohibited
practices.

6 . There is insuffkient  evidence to establish that the Fairfield County SheriPs Association
is a labor organization pursuant to the Act and, therefore, there is insufficient evidence to
establish that the Employer committed a prohibited practice in violation of COM.  Gen. Stat.
$5-272(a)(2).

pISCussIoN

We first address, and issue a Final Decision concerning the threshold question in this
case, Le.,  whether, prior to the passage of PuMic  Act No. 92-61, the Special Deputy Sheriffs
were employees covered by an Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees,
COM.  Gen. Stat. $5-270,  et. seq. (also referred  to as Chapter 68 or VERA”).
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I. The Em~lovee StatusIssue

As we initiate our analysis of this issue, some preliminary  comments are appropriate.
This Board, early in the history of this Act, enunciated and supported a principle of liberal
interpretation of the Act as to its scope, a principle confirmed and never overruled in
subsequent proceedings. State of Connecticut, Ju&&d lkpadment,  Decision No. 1572
(1977). Further, as our Supreme Court has determined:

“Finally, it must be kept in mind that the statute being construed is a
labor relations act; that labor relations acts are remedial enactments and
as such should be liberally construed in order to accomplish their
objectives; and that in furtherance of this principal, exceptions and
exclusions are to be strictly construed.” Cbnnecticuf  State Board  of
Labor Relations v. West HaMod  Bad of Education, 177 Corn.  68,
74 (1979).

Against this background, we remain convinced that exclusions of individuals from
statutmy  cdlective  bargaining rights should only be made if the legislature has made those
exclusions crystal clear.

At the outset, we note that there is no doubt that the very first time the legislature
e excluded the special deputies f%om coverage under the Act was in the 1992
legislative session in Public Act 92-61.3 Our attention then, must turn Crst to the language
of  the SERA, and then, if necessary, other claimed indications of legislative intent.*

We stress that in assessing the appropriate meaning to be assigned to words of a
statute, certain principles need to be honored:

First, it is the meaning assigned to the statute in question by the legislature that
enacted it that matters, not the musings of members in subsequent legislatures, unless
m legislature also enacts an appropriate statute, subject to action by the Executive.

3 See Section B. 1 of this discussion for consideration of legislative treaaent  of “court security officers”, a
sholt4.ived experbat  with respect  to the duties of some Special Deputies.

’ “When the language of a statute is plain and unambiguous, we need lookno  further than the words them&m
because we assume that  the language expresses the legislature’s intent” (internal  quotation marks omitted).
Weinberg v. ARA  Vending Co., 223 Corn.  336,341,612  A2.d  1203 (1992).
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Secondly, we must be very cautious about assigning meaning to a statute on the basis
of subsequent legislative inaction. State l?x. Rel.  Bennett Y.  Glynn,  154 Corm.  237,
246 (1966); Lee Brothers Furniture Co. v. E. J. Cnzm,  63 COM.  433,438 A.2d  540
(1893). The only way a legislature can make law constitutionally is by legislative
agreement on a particular set of words, and those words alone must be passed on for
executive action. Otherwise, legislative inaction might be too readily a device by
which gubernatorial vetoes could be avoided.

Finally, in legislative interpretation we must be careful not to follow a rule that
would, in effect, say to a legislature “if you expressly adopt a provision covering part
of a field, we will  interpret your action as impliedly  settling for the future other
matters not expressly covered, so as to preclude other agencies of government from
continuing to shape statutory meaning consistently with the original enacting
legislature’s purposes for the entire field”.

Our analysis must begin with the express language of the SERA itself. T h e
legislature in 1975 provided a wide range of collective bargaining rights to “employees” of
any entity meeting the SERA definition of “employer”. The definition of “employer” was a
broad definition which included not only the “state” in its executive and judicial branches but
“agency of such branches”; “authority established by State law”; and “any person or persons
designated by the employer to act in its interest in dealing with employees”? The term
“employee” is sparsely defined  in the SERA inasmuch as the defmition  itself contains the
very word “employee” and foouses  primarily on who is excluded from this dekition.  Thus,
Section 5-270(b)  provides:

“‘Employee’ means any employee of an employer,
whether or not in the classified service of the employer,
except elected or appointed officials, Board and
Commission members, managerial employees and
confidential employees. ”

’ The full definition in Section 5-270(a)  provide+3  “‘Enrployer’ means the State of Connecticut, its Executive
aud Judicial branches, including, without limitation, any Board, D-t,  Commission, Institution, or Agency
of such branches or any appropriate  unit thereof and any Board of Trustees  of a Skkwwned or supported college
or diversity  and bran&  thereof, public and quasi-public State cqoration,  or authority established by State law,
or any person or persons designated by the employer to act in its iutered in dealing with employees, but shall not
include the State Board of Labor Relations or the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration”.
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In measuring whether the special deputies are employees as against the simple
definition found in the SERA, the only issues presented by the facts and the arguments which
arise from the wording of that statute are whether the special  deputies 1) work for a State
“employer”, 2) are “employees” within the well-established common law or labor relations
definitions, and are not independent contractors, and 3) are appointed officials, and thus
excluded from the SERA. We conclude that the special deputies work for a State employer,
that they are employees and not independent contractors, and that they are not “appointed
officials” within the meaning of the SERA.

& 1. Suecial  Deuuties  Work For An TmuIoy&

With respect to the first  issue, it is clear on the record that the special deputies work
for the State through the County Sheriffs  Agency, and the Fairfield County Sheriffs  (who
are either, a Department of the State, an Agency or Authority established by State law or
persons designated to act in its interest). All of these entities are arms of the State. Thus,
the special deputies work for an employer within the meaning of the Act.

A. 2. Smcial  Demties  Are aymd j

The State contends that the special deputy sheriffs are independent contractors, not
employees. In the absence of a detailed definition of the term “employee” found in the
SF&I,  we must measure the status of the deputies against either the common law definitions
or labor relations definitions.6

The common law defi.nitions~  which are fre$uently  refd to as focusing on the
“right of control”, arose in tort law, wherein it was necessary to determine whether to
impute liability to the “master” for the torts of the “servant”. Because the SERA is closely
patterned after the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA),  decisions of the United States
Supreme Court and the NLRA  are “of great assistance and persuasive force”.  in interpreting
dur  own labor statutes. West Hword  Education Association v. DecOmy, 162 Conn.  566,
579 (1972); New C2maan  v. Connecticut State Bad of Labor Rehtions,  160  Corn.  285,
291, 278 A.2d 761  (1971); Wdsor  v. W&or Poke  Dept. Employees Association, Inc.,
154 Conn. 530,536, 227 A.2d  65 (1967); Imperial Laundry,  Inc. v. Conneciicut  State
Board  of Labor R&ions, 142  Corn.  457,460, 115 A.2d  439 (1955).

6 “In  the constructim  of the statutes, words and phrases hallbe  constrmi  according to the commonly  approved
usageofthelanguage;~technicalwordsandphrases,lrndsuchashaveacquiredapecutiarendapptopriate
meminginthelaw,skaUbeconstfuedand mders@d  accordingly. General Statutea  31-l(a).  Where a statute does
not&~aterm,it~~~tolooktotbecommonunderstandingexpressedinthelawrmdindictionaries.”
(Internal quotatiommuks  omitted.) Southington  v. St&  Road of Lubor  Relations, 210 Corm.  549,561,556  k2d
166 (1989).
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Thus, we look to the original approach of the NLBB  under the Wagner Act.
Utilizing that approach, “A person completing a job by his own methods and without being
subject to the control of the employer as to the means of doing the work was an independent
contractor; a person performing work subject to the employer’s control or right of control as
to the end result and the manner of achieving it was an ‘employee’.. .“. Gorman, &&c  Text. . .gn Labor La . Umomzat~o  and Collective Baraaining,  (1976) at p.28.  Labor relations
definitions ze at times Ln more inclusive than the common law where they have defined
“employee” in light of the remedial purposes which the collective bargaining statutes are. .designed to achieve. NLRB  v. Hearst Pubhmn , 322 US 111, 14 LRRM 614 (1944).
However, under the federal legislation, the more expansive approach of the Wagner period
was subsequently limited (or at least certain aspects of that approach) by the Taft-Hartley
amendments, which sought to return to the common law definitional approach. S e e
discussion in Gorman, supra at pp. 28-31.

This leaves us with two alternative definitions and modes of analysis. We conclude
the specc  deputies are employees under either approach.

$4.2.  8.(,&m.non  Law AIlalvs~

We conclude that even under the common law definition, as referenced by the
Connecticut courts, the special deputy sheriffs are clearly employees, not independent
contractors.

The Connecticut cases defining “employee” and independent contractor‘@ are set forth
comprehensively in the complainant’s brief as follows:

“This court has well stated the rule for distinguishing between an
employee and an independent contractor in these words: ‘one is an
employee if the employer has the right to direct what work shall be
done and when and how it should be done, or in other words, has the
general control over what work shall be done and how’.

“The independent contractor contracts to produce a given result by
methods under his own control, while the employee contracts to
produce a given result subject to the lawful order and control of the
employer in the means and method used; these point in some degree to
the duty to service to the employer. Cumbo v. E. B. McGu&  II%

’124 COM.  433, 435 (1938),  citing Tortorici v. Moosuo. Inc.,  107
COM. 143, 146 (1927).
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“One is an employee of another when he renders a service for the other
and when what he agrees to do, or is directed to do, is subject to the
will of the other in the mode and manner in which the service is to be
done and the means employed in accomplishment as well as the result
to be attained.” Kaliszewski v. Weathermaster Alsco Cornoration, 148
COM.  624, 629 (1961),  citing Bieluczvk v. Crown Petroleum
Cornoration,  ,134 COM.  461, 465 (1948). “The test of the relationship
is the right of control.” Kaliszewski, supra at 629.

“Many factors are ordinarily present for consideration, no one of which
is, by itself, necessarily exclusive.” Bourg&,  138 COM.  317, 321
(1951). “while  the method of paying by the hour or day by a fixed
sum is a characteristic of the relationship of employer and employee it
is not decisive.” Bourgeois. sunm  at 321 citingm9m
90 COM.  444, 448 (1916); Stier VI Derby, 119 COM.  44,52.  “The
retention of the right to discharge.. .is a strong but again not controlling
indication that the relationship is one of employment.” Bourg%?&
m, citing Bieluczvk v. Crown Petroleum Cornoration, 134 Corm.
461, 467 (1948); Jack & Jill. Inc. v. Tone, 126 COM.  114, 119
(1939)“”

“An independent contractor has the right to complete his contract in the
absence of breach on his part.” Bour@,  supra, citing Aisenber  v. C,
E.  Adams Co,, 95 COM.  419, 423 (1920). “The real test is whether the
employer had the right to direct. ” Bourzeois.  supra  at 321.

Turning to the facts involving the special deputies and their work, we stress that the
State,  the Sheriffs Agency and/or the Fairfield County  Sheriffs Department exercise extensive
control over the method and means by which the special deputies supervise and transport
prisoners, provide security to the courtrooms, and pexform  their other functions.
Specifically, the special deputies:

-are supervised  on a day to day basis by other special deputies who are their
§uperiors;
-receive formal training from the State;
-are subject to a. manual of rules and policies;
-are required to write incident reports;
-are subject to discipline;
-are subject to discharge at any time;
-are, at least in some instances, given performance evaluations;
-are, in many instances, assigned to work a set schedule of hours, and can only  tid
replacements from among special deputies;
-are suppled  with most of the materials and equipment needed (including udfOMlS
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which bear the name of the State and the County sheriffs office, mechanical
prisoner restraints, vehicles, radios);
-work continuously in state facilities.

The State basically objects to the use of a “right of control” test, arguing that in most
present day relationships between.govemment  and its service contractors, extensive control is
exercised in order to achieve the necessary level and quality of services. It counters that
throughout the State government there are many workers who are supplied by outside and/or
temporary employment services who are subject to extensive direction and control by the
State. The State seems to argue that those workers are not State employees, and that thus the
special deputies who are similarly controlled should not be deemed State employees.

We do not have before us the task of deternUng  the status of those other workers.
We agree that the doctrine concerning independent contractors is not always an easy one to
apply. But we do not find the issue here to be a difficult one. In this situation the entire
structure of the special deputies’ service indicates that of an employee - they provide a
routine service on a daily basis for a set daily compensation, they work under very close
supervision and guidelines, and they cannot deviate from orders about how to perform that
service. As a result, they do not determine the method to be used in performing their
assignments.

In sum, we conclude that the State does not simply dictate the results it desires from
the special deputies, but exercises full control over the manner and means by which the
special deputies will supervise and transport the prisoners under their care. Thus, it is our
conclusion that, even within the common law definition, the special deputies are employees,
not independent contractors.7

,A. 2.b.  Deftition of b~~ovee  in bht  of StatutorvPumoq

Further, even if it was determined that Special Deputy Sheriffs do not fully satisfy the
traditional, common law definition of employee, we must not lose sight of the fact that the
Labor Board is not limited by that classification. We have always construed the Act broadly
with respect to coverage, consistent with the Act’s purpose to promote collective bargaining.
&ate of Connecdcu.t  Judiclirr  Deplament,  Decision No. 1572 (1977). See also S&&e  of
Connecficut,  Decision No. 1908  (19gO)  (expansive r&ing of categories covered by the
Act). Here, we reach a conclusion in the alternative that the special deputies do fall within
the class of individuals the SERA was designed to protect and thus fall  within the SEIU’s
definition of employee.

’ We note that the IRS,  in applying the definition of employee for tax statute purposes, reached  the same
comAsion  in a thorough, welldocumen tedrepo*wbic~infact,primarilyutilizedtllecommcm law definition.
(Ex.  23). While that  report ia  not binding on us, we note the smndnes~  of its  application of the common law.
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This attention to underlying statutory purposes is precisely what formed the basis of
the NLRB’s  adoption, prior to the Taft-EIartley  Amendments, of a definition of employee
which was more expansive than the common law definition, an approach which was
expressly affkmed  by the U.S. Supreme Court in ZVLI?B  Y  Hearst  Publhztims,  322 U.S.
111, 14 LRRM 614 (1944). The Supreme Court also affirmed the principle that case by case
decisions as to statutory coverage of workers were to be made primarily by the National
Labor Relations Board on the basis of its administrative expertise, with that decision subject
to review solely as to its reasonableness and basis in the facts.

We find the reasoning in Hearst, sups, to be sound, and applicable in this setting,
especially since the SERA contains language parallel to that involved in the Wagner Act as
discussed in Heant. (Unlike the current National Labor Relations Act, as amended by the
Taft-Hartley Act, the SERA does not contain any reference to exclusion of independent
contractors, even though the SERA was enacted in 1975 over twenty years after Taft-
Hartley.) Therefore, we turn to the facts and language in Hearst.

In Heard, the National Labor Relations Board had determined that “newsboys” who
sold newspapers were employees under the Wagner Act, stating that “the primary
consideratian  in the determination of the applicability of the statutory detinition  is whether
effectuation of the declared policy and purposes of the Act comprehend securing to the
individual the rights guaranteed and protection afforded by the Act”. The U.S. Supreme
Court, in sustaining the NLRB, first  emphasized that the application of common law
definitions varied according to the legal issue or statute involved.* The Court went  on to
comment, with reference to the term “employee” that:

The word “is not treated by Congress as a word of art having a definite
meaning...” Rather, “‘it takes color fkom  its surroundings...[in]  the
statute where it appears, ” . . . and derives meaning from the context of
that  statute, which “must be read in the light of the mischief to be
corrected and the end to be obtained.”

***

It cannot be irrelevant that the particular wakers in these cases are
subject, as a matter of economic fact, to the evils the statute was
designed to eradicate and that the remedies it affords are appropriate
for preventing them or curing their harmful effects in the special
situation. Interruption of commerce through strikes and unrest may
stem as well from labor disputes between some who, for other purposes

’ “..  .with.in  a single jurisdiction a person who, for instance, is held to be an %ukped&  contractor’ for the
purpo~Ofimposiagvicariousliabilityintortnlaybe~"employee"for~  purpo8eaofparticular  legislation,such
98  unemployment compendm.  (citation omitted)”
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are technidy  ‘independent contractors’ and their employers as from
disputes between persons who, for these purposes are ‘employees’ and
their employers. Inequality of bargaining power in controversies over
wages, hours and working conditions may as well characterize the
status of the one group as of the other. The former, when acting
alone, may be as “helpless in dealing with an employer”, as
“dependent.. .on his daily wage”, and as “unable to leave the employ
and to resist arbitrary and unfair treatment” as the latter. For each,
“union.. . [may be] essential to give.. opportunity to deal on equality
with their employer”. . ..In short, when the particular situation of
employment combines these characteristics so that the economic facts of
the relation make it more nearly one of employment than of
independent business enterprise with respect to the ends sought to be
accomplished by the legislation, those characteristics may outweigh
technical legal classification  for purposes unrelated to the statute’s
objectives and bring the relation within its protection.

. . .In  this light the broad language of the Act’s definitions, which in
terms reject conventional limitations on such conceptions as
“employee”, “employer”, and “labor dispute”, leaves no doubt that its
applicability is to bc determined broadly, in doubtful situations, by
underlying economic facts rather than technically and exclusively by
previously established legal  classifications.. . ” [citations omitted] NLR.B
v. Heorrst  Public~ns,  supm.

In keeping with the rationale of the U.S. Supreme Court (under the Wagner A&
prior to the Taft-Xartley  anxndments),  we conclude as an alternative to our common law
analysiqthat  the position of complete economic dependence of the special deputies upon the
State and its Sheriff, combined with the structure of their ongoing relationship, is a
relationship which falls within coverage of the SERA and its provisions for collective
bargaining. We conclude that the special deputy sheriffs clearly arc not engaged in an
“independent business enterprise” which the Supreme Court held out as the opposite of
“employee” status - the special deputies do not have a self-directe&business  with a profit
and loss focus normally  indicative of a business enterprise. Rather, like the newsboys in
their dealings with the newspaper employer, the special deputies are in a dependent,
subservient relationship wi+h  a State employer, a relationship characterized by inquality  of
bargaining power in controversies over wages, hours and working conditions, and thus arc
within the class  of workers the SERA was designed to protect.
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Are Not Anointed  OffEals Within The Mauwg  0 PTheSERA

The SE&i  excludes “elected or auuointed  officials” from the statutory definition of
employee. The special deputies meet the term “appointed” since they are directly appointed
by an elected Sheriff pursuant to his statutory authority to “appoint Special Deputy Sheriffs
in such numbers as he deems necessary”. COM.  Gen. Stat. $6-43.  However, they do not
meet the term “official”, which we have, in the past, found to be a more simcant  term
than “appointed”, commenting that “many employees holding positions of little or no
authority or responsibility are appointed to their positions”. State of Connedicut,  supm.
The State argues that the special deputies do, in fact, possess the requisite authority, an
authority which is, in fact, equal to that of the Sheriffs, since by statute they possess “all the
powers of the Sheriff as provided by law, except as to service of civil process”. See Finding
of Fact Number 4, supra.

However, the special deputies’ actual authority (as distinguished from statutorily
permissible authority) involves the performance, under strict supervision, of ministerial duties
associated with the custody and transportation of prisoners. As we stated in State of
Connecticut, supm:

“The term ‘appointed official’” is included within the phrase,
“except elected or appointed officials” and immediately before
the term “Board and Commission members”. This suggests a
place in the hierarchy of authority for appointed officials at least
equivalent to elected officials and Board and Commission
members. This is reinforced by the use of their term “official”
instead of “employee”, suggesting equivalence to elected
officials.. .We conclude that the term appointed official should
be read to include only those officials whose principal function
makes them so much a part of the collective bargaining process
as to create a substantial conflict of interest”.

Given the ministerial nature of their duties, we find the special deputies
to rank at the bottom of the hierarchy rather than at a level equivalent to
“dected  officials”. Since it was not the purpose of the statute to exclude such
rank and file workers from the statutory definition of employee, we do not
find  the speciaI  deputies to fall within the statutory exclusions.

In sum, as measured against the express language of the SERA, we conclude that the
special deputies clearly met the language of the broad statutory definition of employee.
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B. Other Claimed Indications Of bxislative  Intent

The only arguable remaining basis for exclusion would be if there were some other
striking, clear and compelling evidence that the legislature intended to exclude special
deputies from employee status. Certainly, for example, the legislative statement in Public
Act 92-61 is such a basis for current and future exclusion. Corm.  Gen. Stat. 855-3;  Enfield
Fedeml  Savings & Loan v. Bissell,  184 COM.  569, 571, 572 (1981). The State, in its
excellent brief, made a truly remarkable and impressive effort to persuade us that several
legislative enactments covering part of the field should be interpreted as an enactment by that
legislature of an exclusion of special deputies from the SEM  - the collective bargaining act.
Those enactments are 1) the 1967 extension of Worker’s Compensation benefits to special
deputies, 2) the State Personnel Act, 3) various enactments subsequent to the passage of the
SERA. Additionally, the State joins to this argument the assertion that the special deputies
have never been treated as employees by unions, or by the State in its administration of
either personnel matters or the State Personnel Act. A combined reading of those arguments
suggests to us that the State is claiming that everyone knew that special deputies were not
employees, and that this “fact” should modify any conclusion which we would reach simply
from a reading of the SERA.

Since the State’s arguments all focus on legislative intent, we start by noting that there
is absolutely no express indication of intent concerning the special deputies in the legislative
history of the SERA. Also, there is absolutely no evidence that the legislature voting on the
SERA had any awareness whatsoever of how special deputies were treated administratively.
Even if the legislature had that awareness, we doubt that it would suffice to prove a
legislative exclusion in the absence of clear language to overcome the broad based definition
of employee, which is found in the SEE&” We address the State’s arguments below.

B.  1. &ggislation  l%edatig  The SERA

With respect to the significance of legislation which predates  the SERA, i.e., the 1967
Worker’s Compensation amendments and the State Personnel  Act, we reacknowledge  the
proposition, cited by the State quoting from our decision in Cbnnectimt  State  Council of
AFSA Local&  Decision No. 2225 (1983)@.5),  that we presume the “Legislature enacts
statutes in view of other existing statutes, and that when viewed together, the set of State
statutes as a whole are intended so as to make one consistent body of law”. But our focus

9 Certainly no dispositive conclusions  can be drawn from the long period of time during which no petitions for
representation have been filed. Inaction, of itself, is simply pmbiguous -itwouldbemerespecuMion,onthis
record, to opine that it was simply because “everyone” knew Special Deputy Sheriffs were not covered. “Everyone”
might have been  ~I.ICOITS~. Ah,  the transcripts  of legislative deliberations, supplied IM  by the State,  contain  hints
of a political context in the Sheriff’s Departments which, coupled with the absence of job security, might have
discouraged such Special Deputies from petitioning the Labor Board, which, of COW,  can speplr  dy when
petitioned. However, the evidence presented to us would not warran tsuchoconcltion,butservetowarnusof
the speculative nature of conclusions to be drawn from inaction or silence.
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must be on what those other statutes clearly state and thus what the legislature enacting the
SERA fairly may be said to have intended, particularly where, as here, the other statutes are
argued to dictate a result contrary to the unambiguous wording of the SERA. We discuss
those statutes below, stressing first, with respect to these statutes which predated the SERA,
that we are reluctant to give them an expansive reach. In legislative interpretations, we must
be careful not to follow a rule that would, in effect, say to a legislature, “If you expressly
adopt a provision covering part of a field, we will interpret your action as impliedly  settling
for the future other matters not expressly covered, so as to preclude other agencies of
government from continuing to shape statutory meaning consistently with the original
enacting legislature’s purposes for the entire field”. Such a general rule would not only
involve the danger of legislative inaction leading to new interpretation which circumvents
executive action with respect to the implied matters, but would, in effect, be judicial
imposition of a responsibility in the legislature, before it enacts with respect to part of a
field, of making sure it canvasses the entire field. This would encourage legislative paralysis
when it wishes to enact in that part of a field about which it is confident, because it will be
held to have enacted over the entire field.

R. 1. a. The 1967 Worker’s Comuensation  Amendments

Worker’s Compensation coverage for State employees is generally provided in
Sections 5-142 and 5-143. In 1967, the legislature enacted COM.  Gen. Stat. #5-142a,
“Injury or death of Sheriff” which provides that:

Any High  Sheriff, Chief Deputy Sheriff, Deputy Sheriff or
Special Deputy Sheriff who suffers  death, disability or injury,
while in the performance of any duty for which he is
compensated by the State, shah, for the purposes of Section 5-
142 and Chapter 568, be presumed to be an employee of the
State and shall be compensated by the State in accordance with
said Section and Chapter.

The only statement in this 1967 Worker’s Compensation amendment, which has any
bearing herein, is that the legislature gives Worker’s Compensation coverage to the special
deputies by deeming them employees. Even if the legislature’s action shows it was assuming
that the special deputies were not employees under the preexisting Worker’s Compensation
legislation, the action is a a statement that those special deputies are not deemed employees
in any other setting or arc now barred from status as employees within the SERA or other
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existing stat~tes.‘~ Quite simply, a legislative assumption is not the equivalent of a
universal, statutory statement of non-employee status. Thus, if we assume the legislature had
knowledge of the 1967 amendment, this simply equates with knowledge that there was in
1967 a legislative determination to treat special deputies as employees in one context - not
knowledge that there was a foundation on which the SERA was being built - i.e., a prior
legislative determination that special deputies were not in any setting considered employees.

In sum, there is no express statement in the Worker’s Compensation amendment
which would deter us from  our logical application of the plain language of the SERA itself.

B. I. b. The State Personnel Aa

We approach the State Personnel Act, Corm.  Gen. Stat. with our previously stated
caution about assigning preemptive meaning to earlier legislation. Of critical importance is
that fact that the Personnel Act does not state nor make it clear on its face that special
deputies fall  outside of its coverage. The State Personnel Act provides the following
definition at Section 5-196(i):

“employee or State employee means any person holding 2
position in the State service subject to appointment by an
appointing authority.”

The appointing authority of a Special Deputy is a Sheriff, COM. Gen. Stat. $6-43,
and no argument was made that this element of the def?nition  has not been met. Rather, the
State focuses on a claim that the special deputies are not “in State service”, as evidenced by
a) years of administrative treatment of special deputies as outside State service and outside of
the Personnel .4ct,  and b) the legislature’s failure to include the special deputies in its listing
of “positions exempt from  classified service” found in Conn. Gen. Stat. fi5-198.

The State makes an intricate argument that if the positions are not exempt from the
classifi&  servie  then they would have to be either 1) in the classified senke  or 2) not in
the lirst instance State employees under the Personnel Act. The argument, with respect to
the first  alternative, is that to deem special deputies “classified employees” would be “in
direct contradiction to the provisions of COM.  Gen. Stat. 5643.”

lo  We note that there is an alternative reading of the 1967 Worker’s C~II~XZB&~~~  nmendmenta  - i.e. that the
language tesponds  to a question about whether Special Deputies  were already coved under Worker’s  -tii~n
provisions, a question which  was resolved by stating that  they were presumed  to be employees.

l1 Conu.Gen.Stat.  36-43placestheentireappointmentpowerMdtenninthehPndeoftheSheriff;e.
allegedly, classiiied employees (unlike Special Deputies) are not subject to unrestricted  appoi&me1&3,  but rather to
mesit  system selection and job protection provisions. Therefore, the State argues, the Special Deputies  must fall
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We conclude that this intricate, technical argument simply demonstrates that the
language of the State Personnel Act is a far cry from the clear statement of legislative
purpose which might prompt us to go beyond both the broad wording of “employee” in the
SERA, the common law, and the established applications of case law for de&mining
employee status. The legislature is competent to make its intentions express, as its choice of
language in Public Act 92-61 reflects. It would be improper to base exclusion of the special
deputies on such a tentative, technical analysis of the interplay of other statutes.

In sum, we find no solid basis for concluding that the provisions of the 1987
Worker’s Compensation amendment or the State Personnel Act, established a foundation of
“non-employee” status of special deputies upon which the 1975 legislature can be assumed to
have built the ERA. We find insufficient basis in those Acts for excluding the special
deputies from the coverage of the SERA.

B. 2. &ddation  Postdatiw  the SERA

The State points to a number of statutes enacted by various legislatures &r
enactment of the SERA in 1975 to demonstrate that these legislatures cumulatively did not
intend or “expect” that special deputies were “employees”, and, in fact, assumed that they
were not employees. The State cites from the legislative histories of subsequent enactments,
various comments by legislators to the effect that the special deputies were not currently
employees. We should carefully distinguish commentary by subsequent legislators of their
individual views as to the interpretation of a prior enactment from preenac tment statements
formally made in an official capacity by legislators prior to action by the enacting legislative
body at that time. The latter is appropriately part of the legislative history and a legitimate
aid to interpretation. The  former, made in the rhetorical heat of legislative debate focused on
a different purpose, is entitled to little, if any, weight.

We re-emphasize that it is the meaning assigned to the statute in question by the
legislature that enacted it that matters, not the musing of members in subsequent legislatures,
unless &a  legislature also enacts an appropriate statute,~  subject to action by the executive.
Also, in the examples cited by the State, the comments of individual legislators indicate their
belief about the existing status of those employees, but, in fact, those individuals may have
been incorrect, as a matter of law, about the legal status of the special deputies under the
SEKA. Most importantly, those legislatures passing the subsequent statutes did not, in fact,
expressly act with respect to the special deputies employee status until Public Act 92-61.

into category two - i.e. they are not State employees under the Personnel Act.
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The most pertinent “subsequent enactments” involve the statutes which established --
and later disestablished -- the “Court Security officers” in certain capacities previously held
by “Special Deputy Sheriffs”. The Court Security officers were subject to different
requirements for screening, training and termination than the special deputies. The State
points out that when the Court Security Officers were established, the legislators introducing
the bills described the Court Security officers as “a new subclass of Deputy Sheriffs”, and
stated that “in common with Special Deputy Sheriffs, they would not be State employees”.
(State’s brief at page 21-22, with citations to legislative history). In fact, the legislature
specified in the statute that the Court Security officers were excluded from Chapter 68 - i.e.,
the SERA provisions concerning collective bargaining rights for State employees. In 1984,
the legislature, in Public Act 84-397 (Exhibit l), eliminated the Court Security officers and
returned all transportation and Court Security functions to the Special Deputy Sheriffs. The
State argues that “there is absolutely no evidence that the legislature expected  or intended
that the Special Deputy Sheriffs might be considered as State employees”, and that “in fact,
if one considers the debate at the time of the establishment of the Court Security officers, it
is clear that the legislature did Jrnt  believe that the Special Deputy Sheriffs were employees
under State law”.

What is paramount to us is that, unlike its course with respect to the Court Security
officers, the legislature had consistently failed to snecifv that special deputies were excluded
from Chapter 68 provisions for collective bargaining for State employees until 1992.
Whatever individual legislators may have assumed as it considered other legislation about the
conditions under which special deputies worked, the legislature did not collectively make a
legislative statement on their status with respect to the SERA until Public Act 92-61. We are
controlled by the principle of statutory construction that “...It  has often been said that the
legislative intent is to be found not in what the legislature meant to say, but in the meaning
of what it did say.” Muhu  v. United oil  Co., 180 COM.  720,730, 433 A.2d  1009 (1980);
see also Hayes v. Smith, 194 COM.  52, 5758,480 A.2d  425 (1984); Waterbury Ptimkum
Products,  Inc. v, Cbuan  Oil & b;trel  Co., 193 COM. 208,231,477 A.2d  988 (1984);
Commissioner v. Freedom of Iflonnution  Codsion,  204 COM.  609, 620.12  Similarly,
in the words of Mr. Justice Holmes; “we do not inquire what the legislature meant; we ask
only what the statute means.” Holmes, Collected Legal Papers, 207.

l3nally,  we stress that Public Act 92-61, which states “Section 2. This Act shall take
effect from its passage”, applies  from its immediate effective date in 1992 forward -- even
the State has not argued for retroactive application. We emphasize  that like the comments of
legislators on all the post - Sm legislation, the comments of legislators involved in the
passage of Public Act 92-61, concerning their assumptions about the prior non-employee
status of special deputies, cannot be used to determine the intent of the 1975 legislature
which passed the SERA.

” We find the same  reasoning applicable to the comments of legislators prior to paaage of Public Acts 87-522
and 88-279, comnxnts  which indicate individual legislator’s assumptions that the Special De@@  were not
employees.
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***

In sum, we find no solid statutory basis to give legislation either prior to or
subsequent to passage of the SERA an expansive reach. We, thus, confine our interpretation
to the legislation which deals expressly with the matter at hand, which, up to the time of the
passage of Public Act 92-61, was only the SERA.

***

The short answer to the question here posed is that the legislature failed to exclude
the special deputies from  the SERA and its broad, traditional definition of employees until
the passage of Public Act 92-61. We reiterate our commitment to the proposition of the
Board and its prior Chairman Professor Fleming James “that exceptions to the Act, which
has a remedial purpose, should be construed narrowly”, State  of Connedhf,  Judicial
Depcrrtment,  Decision No. 1572 (1977) and to our established policy of not lightly excluding
employees from coverage of the Act. Accordingly, we hold that Special Deputy Sheriffs
were employees under the SERA prior to the enactment of Public Act 92-61.

Louis Lewis contends that the Fairfield  County Sheriffs Department discharged him
and took various adverse actions against him, in&ding,  1) demotion and interim suspension
cuhninating  in discharge, due to a) his union activities and b) his testimony at an informal
conference of the State Labor Board. Thus he alleges violations of Sections 5-272(a)(5) and
(3) of the Act. He also charges that he was coerced and threatened with termination with
respect to his exercise of his rights under Section 5-271 of the Act. Furthermore, he claims
that the Fairfield County Sheriffs Department (FCSD) violated Section 5-272(a)(2) by
compelling him to pay dues, under threat of termination, to an illegal, so-called “company
union”, i.e.? the Fairfield County Sheriff% Association.

The State and its Fairfield County Sheriff’s Department (here&f&  the Emplayer)
assert two defenses. First the State contends that the special deputies were not employees
entitled to protection of the Act. Second, the Employer claims that the discipline and
discharge were not in retaliation for union activities or testimony, but due to Lewis’ violation
of the weapons policies. Since we have already decided that the special deputies and Lewis
were employees at the time of the adverse action, as discussed above, we conclude that they
were protected by the Act against discrimination for union or protected concerted activities.
We turn to the second defense and the merits of the claim of discrimination/retaliation.
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II. A. The Alleged Disaimhation  Aminst  Louis Lewis For Union Activities

II. A. 1. The Standard

Where a complainant alleges that employees were discharged or otherwise
discriminated against in their employment because of activity on behalf of a union (or
because of other statutorily protected, concerted activities), the complainant has the initial
burden of proving that the action was taken because of these activities, or at least that their
activities were a substantial factor in bringing about the discharge or other adverse actions.
Connecticut Yankee Catering Co., Inc., Decision No. 1601 (1977)

To meet this initial burden (the prima facie case) the complainant must, at a
minimum, present proof of 1. union activities; 2. the Employer’s knowledge of such
activities; and 3. anti-union animus. Hundin, Devebping  Labor Law, Third Ed. (1992) at p.
194.

Where a complainant establishes a prima facie case of discrimination, an employer
may still rebut that case and prove that the protected, concerted activity or union activity was
not the reason for the adverse action, which was taken instead for a legal reason. Also, we
have long held that “Where a discharge is motivated by two reasons, one legal and the other
illegal, the burden is on the employer to separate the two and show that the discharge would
have occurred in the absence of the illegal motivation.” Z’own  of Windhmn,  Decision No.
831  (1968). More recently we restated this “dual motive” rule, using the same basic
framework as was used in Wright Line, 251 A?LRB 1083,105 LRRiU 1169 (1980),  enforced,
622 F.2d  899 (1st Cir. 1981),  ceti  denied, 455 U.S. 989, 102 S. Ct. 1612 and approved by
the ?J.S.  Supreme Court in NLRB v. Tmspottation  Managenent,  462 U.S. 393, lQ3  S. Ct.
2469, 113 LRRM  2857 (1983).

“We now restate our rule in these terms: Initially the
complainant must establish, as a prima facie case, that the
employee’s protected conduct was a substantial or motivating
factor in the employer’s decision. The burden then shifts to the
employer to demonstrate, as an affirmative defense, that the
decision would have been the same even in the absence of
protected conduct. If the employer fails to establish the
affirmative defense, the complainant will prevail.”

Greenwich, Decision No. 2269 (1984) at 8; & also  Windsor Locks, Decision
No. 2836 (1990) appealed on other grounds, aff’d Police  Depm¶ment  of the
Town of Windsor Locks v. State Board  of Lubot  Rekztions,  et al,  225 Corn.
297 (1993).
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We note that under this analytical standard the complainant retains the ultimate burden
to prove by the preponderance of the evidence, on the record as a whole, that the
discrimination was due to his union or other protected, concerted activity.

Based on the evidence before us, we find that the nature of the instant case, which
involves Lewis’ admitted breach of an important security rule, warrants an analysis according
to the dual-motive test commonly referred to as the “Wdght  Line” test.

J.I. A. 2.Ana lys i s  of  Lewis ’  case

We apply the dual-motive analysis here. We conclude that Lewis has established a
prima facie case that his union activities were a substantial, motivating factor in his discharge
and the adverse action leading up to it. In fact, the evidence goes well beyond a bare-bones
prima facie case, as discussed previously. Here it is clear that Lewis was the instigator of
the effort to unionize, initially with the Teamsters, and that later he was actively involved
with what was apparently a different union. He was the principal organizer  initially and
continued deeply and openly involved in organizational meetings and solicitation of union
membership cards even up until June, 1991. It is crystal clear that supervisory and
management personnel within the Fairfield County Sheriffs Department were well aware of
his activity, as demonstrated by testimony of Chief ,of  Courthouse Security Gary Ingeme (I’r.
II, 181, Finding #47),  and of Walter Ford concerning Chief Warren Tingley’s comments to
Walter Ford about Lewis (Tr.  II, 115122, Finding #45).  We also note that Lewis was
among a small group of those special deputies who attended the “Port 5” meeting, a rare
event for special deputies, and was among tho,~  Mak personally addressed.

Not only did Lewis establish that his union activities were pronounced, but he proved
that there was animus against 1) the union activities in general and 2) his actions in
particular. With respect to anti-union animus in general, we note first the intense hostility
expressed by High Sheriff Mak at the “Port 5” meeting and his threats to fire any who
continued to organize. We have credited Lewis’ and KeMedy-St.  George’s accounts of this
meeting rather than Mak’s account. In this regard, we note that both Lewis and
Kennedy-St. George gave similar, credible accounts which made no mention of any refmnce
by Mak limiting his thre&s to union activities conducted during time an employee was
performing work or at specific locations in the courthouse. It is unlikely that Mak would
have so limited his comments since throughout the period of union organizing the FCSD has
maintained that the special deputies had absolutely no rights to organize under the Act.
Also, it is unlikely that Mak would have demonstrated such anger and hostility and spoken in
such a threatening way if his sole concern was that work time not be used for organizing.
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Further evidence of anti-union animus is found in Ingeme’s statements at the “roll
call” in November, 1990 relaying Mak’s threats. Ingeme’s accounts of this “roll call” before
this Labor Board and his admitted statements in a prior deposition were at variance with each
other and were internally inconsistent concerning what he told employees about the limits to
organizational activities (Tr.  II, 182-184, 198-200, 211-212). Ingeme’s shifting accounts
lack credibility and do not clearly rebut the versions given by Lewis and St-George. We also
note that the fact that Ingeme  did not relay a message from Mak which limited the threats of
termination to certain settings buttresses our conclusion that Mak never set those limits in his
earlier address at the Port 5 club. In sum, we believe the version of the Port 5 and roll call
threats which is given by Lewis and Kennedy-St. George. Additional evidence of anti-union
animus is found in the statements of Deputy Sheriff Roger Delsin instructing Special Deputy
Peter Mattor not to organize and threatening him, statements which were made in the fall  of
1990 (Finding #44). With respect to the proof of animus against Lewis in particular, we
note particularly the statements made to Ford by Tingley, and we credit Ford’s account.

Beyond the evidence of union activities, employer knowledge of those activities, and
anti-union animus, Lewis has presented evidence linking his termination with that animus,
evidence which we conclude establishes that the union activities were a substantial or
motivating factor in his termination. This link is established by 1) the statements of Deputy
Sheriff Roger Delsin to Special Deputy Peter Mattor to the effect that he was going to get rid
of the union and to get rid of the “transport” employee from Bridgeport because of union
activities (Finding xt 59); 2) the fact that Lewis was treated disparately, and terminated for
his rule infraction despite otherwise superior job performance and despite the Employer’s
past practice of utilizing some semblance of progressive discipline and consideration of an
employee’s prior record. We discuss these aspects below as part of our analysis of the issue
of whether Lewis would have been terminated even had he not engaged in union activities.

IL A. 3. The Emolover’s  defense

The Employer here rests its defense on the claim that Lewis was terminated for his
two infractions of the weapons policy and the carek!ssness  about security which those
infractions displayed. Certainly wearing a gun into the restricted area on two occasions in
one week violated an important rule and demonstrated carelessness, and it is possible that
some form of disciphne  may have been chosen even in the absence of Lewis’ union
activities. However, the Employer has failed to meet its burden of proving , under the
Wrigh&  Line analysis, that the action it actually chose -- termination - would have been
taken even in the absence of those activities.

We reach this conclusion based on compelling evidence including the facts that 1) one
of the members of the panel which recommended termination of Lewis (Deputy Delsin),
expressly stated the anti-union reason to Special Deputy Mattor, and this basis of the
discipline was expressed before Delsin had even met with his fellow panel members,
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purportedly to hear the facts and determine the discipline issue; 2) Malt,  who made the
ultimate decision to terminate Lewis, had chosen as a member of this panel the Treasurer of
the Fairfield County Sheriffs Association, William Mehlhom, who was an individual not
customarily involved in discipline or present at the Captains’ meetings; 3) Mak chose as the
individual to conduct Lewis’ hearing the lawyer for the Fairfield County Sheriffs
Association, Abraham Gordon, who was also Mak’s  personal attorney, yet this was an
individual who had never before been involved in attendance at disciplinary hearings; 4)
Lewis’ penalty reflected disparate treatment. We address these factors in turn.

We turn first  to Delsin’s statement. Deputy Delsin, as a designated Captain of the
Danbury sheriffs jurisdiction, was a managerial employee and represented the Employer.
We have credited Matter’s  testimony that Delsin told him he was going to go to a big
meeting to get rid of the union, to get rid of the transport from Bridgeport because of his
union activities (See Finding # 59). While both Manor  and Delsin have a reason for bias in
their statements, one as a plaintiff in a related suit asserting a violation of Manor’s
constitutional rights and the other as the “accused”, Manor’s  account is given in a detailed
context and he relates a chain of conversation that would be hard to contrive. His account
also indicates the presence of witnesses, and a totally contrived account would be unlihely  to
do so. In contrast, Del&  simply denies having said anything at aLl  on the subject, and he
also denies having made the threats in the fall of 1990. We simply find it unlikely that these
statements were fabricated, and there is nothing other than the inherent bias of Manor’s
status as a plaintiff in the court suit, which would have made him likely to contrive a story
which benefitted  Lewis.

With respect to the presence of Mehlhom on the panel and of Gordon as the
individual conducting the hearing, we stress that even assuming there was some precedent to
the calling of the k@ains”  panel to make recommendations to Mak, Mak himself appointed
Mehlhom and Gordon to roles they had never before as~umed.~  Moreover, the
appointments are in contradiction to Mak’s own policy, which states that unless a regular
deputy has been appointed to supervisory functions, he has no role with respect to the

.operations  or direction of the deputies within the judicial operation (See Finding #64). Thus,
in the total absence of any other explanation for Mehlhom’s and Gordon’s presence being
advanced in the testimony, we draw an inference that they were there due to a reason apart
from the normal  disciplinary ones, and in fact were present due to their status as Association
officer anl counsel. Had this been a simple disciplinary matter untainted by anti-union
animus? they would not have been present.

l3 In allegation #7 of his complaint, Lewis appears to also challenge the composition of the pad  as such
co~sition  affects his cxnstitutiod rights. We do not comment on this allegation as it is not within our
jurisdiction.
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The disparate character of the penalty is shown by the following: Lewis was
considered highly competent and had no prior disciplinary record, yet was given the most
severe penalty (termination) when the choice of discipline of other special deputies in the past
a) usually involved consideration of prior records, b) had been roughly “progressive” in
severity, and c) had typically involved lesser penalties for more serious infractions than those
involved here. Specifically, the Employer presented no independent evidence of prior
discipline, but relied on the evidence presented by Lewis. Yet those incidents, set forth in
findings of fact #77  to #82,  reflect that the only recommended $erminations  introduced in
evidence, of which there were three, involved intentional violations of policy. One involved
carrying a gun when not authorized to do so (Special Deputy M, finding #77),  and two
involved gross violation of transportation policy (Special Deputies “‘I’” and “B”, Finding
#78). Moreover, in the latter two instances priar  misconduct was en>ressly  noted as part of
the basis for the recommendation. Also, two other intentional violations of other aspects of
the weapons policy, in more egregious circumstances, only resulted in suspensions for
Special Deputies “W” and “J”, even though J had a prior record of serious and repeated
misconduct.14  Also, the prior record was specifically referenced as a factor in choice of
discipline in five of the incidents set forth in the findings of fact, yet it was disregarded in
Lewis case. Moreover, many violations of the prohibition against guns in the restricted area
have occurred without soy  discipline resulting. (See Finding #74  and #75)

Furthermore, in a similar case where Special Deputy Greg Potter accidentally wore a
gun into the restricted area, according to the evidence before us, Potter only received an oral
warning (Finding #83). We have not been persuaded by the Employer’s effort to distinguish
this incident as a relevant item in the pattern of incidents showing disparate treatment.

In sum, the Employer has failed to persuade us that it would have fired Lewis even
absent his union activities. In fact, we are convinced by the preponderance of the evidence
on the record as a whole that the reason for his termination was those very activities, and not
the reason advanced by the Employer. We note that the several preliminary actions
culminating in termination-i.e., the disarming, demotion, and interim suspension, cannot be
independently evaluated. It is impossible to know the duration and nature of lesser,
independent penalties which might have been chosen, because the employer chose termination
instead. Having chosen the ultimate punishment, we cannot now differentiate the other
actions of the Employer Although the Employer points to the fact that there was a hiatus of
several months between the threats and the termination, with an intervening reappointment of
Lewis and others, we. find no evidence in this that the animus had dissipated, but find  it more
likely that the Employer was sophisticated enough not to attempt  a termination which would
be impossible to defend. When Lewis committed his infraction, it simply presented a
convenient opportunity for the Employer to make good on its threats with what it hoped
would be a “cover”. The  factors we identify above make that cover disintegrate. We also

I4 The statements  of the consequence8  of infmctim  of the various policiet3  ah reflects that carrying a gun
without authorization was more  serious than  carrying a weapon into the mtricted  area, as possibility of discharge
is noted conceming  the former, and  only “personnel action” is set forth on  the latex (Ex.  5,6,15)
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note that the threat to the Employer’s sole control certainly still existed, particularly because
employees were still building up to the formal filing of a petition for union representation.

II. B. The Al&d  Diirimination  For Testimony Before The Labor Board

We must also address the charge that Lewis’ termination was tied to his testimony at
the informal hearing on the Kennedy-St.  George complaint. Certainly Lewis establishes that
he gave damaging testimony. However, there were no express statements of animus for this.
While the timing is certainly suspicious, with the termination letter being dated the same day
as the testimony, we find insufficient evidence to establish a nexus between these actions.
Since Lewis’ hearing was held on July 9 and, according to the unrebutted evidence, the
recommendation of dismissal was issued on July 12, the precipitating action had already been
taken before the July 26 testimony. The fact that it was two weeks  before Mak acted on the
recommendation is not inherently suspect.

II. C. The  Alleged Threats

We conclude also that the statements and threats of Mak, Ingeme, Tingley and Delsin
concerning the union organizing effort (as set forth in Findings #44,45,46,47)  constituted
restraint and coercion of employees statutory rights and thus independent violations of the
Act.

II. D. The CornDan!  Union

The petitioner has also claimed a violation of 5-272(a)(2), our analogue of N,
Section 8(a)(2). I5 We received testimony that special deputies were required to pay dues to
the FairfIeld  County Sheriffs As.sociation  (FCSA) under threat of termination of
employment. In short, petitioner claims that he was required to contribute to an employer-
dominated labor organization.

Unlike the NLRA,  which defines an assoc5ation  as a “labor organixation”  if it “. . .in
whole, or in m . ..” (emphasis supplied) is ccncemed  with wages, hours, and working
conditions, our statute requires that the organization’s “prim-” be the improvement
of wages, hours, and other conditions of employment among State employees, in order to

” Corn.  Gen. Stat. 5 S-272 reads in relevant part: (a) Employer8  or their xqwe%Whw  or crgeats  are
prohibited from: . . . (2) dominating of interfering with the formation, existmce or administtrrtion  of My  cnmployee
organization.
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qualify as a labor organization (COM.  Gen. Stat. 55-270(d)  [emphasis supplied]). There was
insufficient evidence for us to find that FCSA satisfied m definition of “labor organization”
(although the evidence may have been suffkient  to satisfy the federal definition) and we,
therefore, are compelled to dismiss this allegation of the complaint.

We note that our authority is strictly limited to the powers granted us to implement a
system of collective bargaining as delineated in our enabling statutes. Within those statutes,
we are required to vigorously pursue the policies entrusted to us by the legislature without
concern for political pressure. The General Assembly itself may change the statutes in
response to political needs; such a change may be reflected in Public Act 92-61. When it so
acts, we are bound to conform our actions to the new statutes.

Since administrative agencies such as ours are constitutionally bound to apply the law
fully as enacted, but within the limits of our grant of power, there arise, on occasion, some
wrongs which we cannot right. However, we are not the only agency to which these
complainants may apply for redress. For example, we understand that the special deputies’
claims as to the mandatory surrender of part of their wages to the Sheriff’s Association is
now pending before the Department of Labor, Wages and Hours Division. We are confident
that that administrative agency will carefully measure the validity of that complaint without
fear or concern for improper pressures. Likewise, our general civil courts remain available
to the special deputies who, either individually or as a class, may be able to persuade the
courts that within the rich resources of the common law there are causes of action which can
warrant equitable reimbursement.

The termination and threats which occurred here are of a character not frequently
seen in the public sector, but commonly found in the private sector. Here, as in the private
sector, an employer which perceives itself in sole and total control of its workforce is
challenged in its power and responds intensely, Ultimately, the power of this Employer has
prompted changes in legislation which now precludes the special deputies from exercising
collective bargaining rights with any statutory protection and returns them to the Employer’s
sole control, subject to any constitutional protections which pertain. Accordingly, we cannot
order th.is  Employer to cease and desist from hereinafter discharging the special deputies , or
threatening them with  discharge or other adverse action, if they engage in union organizing.

However, there remam remedies to certain of its actions. Specifically, we order the
Employer to offer reinstatement to Louis Lewis, and to reinstate him if he accepts, as well as
to make him whole for any loss of pay or benefits which he has experienced as a result of
the illegal termination. We also order the Employer to pay interest on those amounts at the
legal rate of interest.
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We reject the State’s argument that reinstatement, back pay, and the make whole
remedy should be cut off as of the effective date of Public Act 92-61, which stripped these
employees of statutory protection. We cannot  escape the fact that the Employer, including
its Fairfield County Sheriffs Department, poisoned the well. The statute did not thereafter
purify the water. We cannot speculate on what action the Employer would have taken after
passage of the Act, had it not terminated Lewis for illegal reasons on July 26, 1991. Neither
can we speculate on what action the Employer would have taken after that date had our
processes been prompt enough to reinstate Lewis prior to the passage of that Act.

To fully remedy the violation here, we also order that copies of this decision be
posted prominently for employees at each of the locations at which special deputies work
throughout the State, as well as at the Fairfield County Sheriffs Department, and that our
order herein be posted as a separate page adjoining that posted decision.

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for State Employees, it is hereby
ORDEIWD,  that the State of Connecticut, its County Sheriffs Agency and its Fairfield
County Sheriffs Department

I . ‘D&e  the following affirmative action, which the Board finds will effectuate the policies of
the Act:

(a) Immediately offer reinstatement to Louis Lewis, and reinstate him, if he accepts
the offer, to his former position of special deputy sheriff, assigned to transportation, with all
of the duties, responsibilities and rights and privileges he held prior to June 13, 1991;

(b)  Make Louis Lewis whole for the loss in compensation and other benefits incurred
as a result of his termination, and pay interest on that lost compensation at the legal rate of
interest;

(c) Immediately post a Copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety, in a
conspicuous place where the employees involved customarily congregate at each of the
locations at which special deputies work throughout the State, including at the. Fairfield
County Sheriffs Departrment  facilities. Also, post an additional copy of the Order page
separately, but adjoining the above posting. Leave the Decision and Order posted for a
period of sixty (60) consecutive days from the date of posting;

(d) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the Labor
Department, 20 Folly Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty days of the
receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the State of Connecticut to comply
therewith.
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II. Further ORDERED’tkat  tdekegation  of a violation of Section 5-272(a)(2)  involving t
Fairfield County Sheriff’s Association is hereby dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

.slAntor&&  c. &&J&n
Antonia  C. Moran
Board Member

.
slcornelms  S&i3n

Cornelius Scanlon
Board Member

T o :

Francis Fasciano, Pers. Dir.
Fairfield County Sheriff’s Dept.
$4 Wadsworth street
Hartford, CT 06106

Bllen  carter,  Esq.
Labor Relations Specialists
DAS-OLR
One Hartford Square West
Hartford, CT 06106

Kevin F. Boyle, Esq.
3233 Main Stret
Bridgeport, CT 06606
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

*

V.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD

HARTFORD/NEW BRITAIN *

AT HARTFORD

OF LABOR RELATIONS, ET AL MAY 4, 1995

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

This is an administrative appeal brought by the State of

Connecticut and the State of Connecticut Department. of

Administrative Services, Office of Labor Relations and the Sheriff

of Fairfield County, appealing a decision of the Connecticut State

Board of Labor Relations dated December 1, 1993. That decision and

its attendant order resulted from a complaint dated July 26, 1991

----.-by  Louis Lewis to the Board, claiming that the-She-riff of Fairfield

County had engaged in a prohibited labor practice directed at Mr.

Lewis who was a Special Deputy Sheriff in Fairfield County at the

time. Subsequent to Mr. Lewis' complaint to the Board and prior to

its decision regarding the complaint , Public Act No. 92-61 was

enacted.

The Board found that Mr. Lewis, as a Special Deputy Sheriff,

was an employee, subject to the Act Concerning Collective

Bargaining for State Employees, and that he was terminated by his

employer, the Sheriff of Fairfield County for union organizing

activities. This was determined by the Board to be a prohibited

practice in violation of Section 5-2~~(,a)(5;),.~~f~Dthe  Act; orders
;<.  :
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directed to the Sheriff ensued from the Board's decision. This

l

appeal followed from that decision and those orders. For the

reasons stated hereinafter, the appeal is sustained and it is

further ordered that the decision and order of the Board is

reversed.

The factual record for' this appeal is, voluminous. The

important operative facts are as .foiiows. Mr. Lewis was a Special

Deputy Sheriff appointed by the High Sheriff of Fairfield County in

October 1988; he was reappointed in June 1989, again in June, 1990,

and again in June, 1991. The High Sheriff is a- constitutional

officer within the meaning of Article Fourth, Sec.25 of the

Connecticut Constitution. He is an elected official. Mr. Lewis

was appointed (and reappointed) by him pursuant to Connecticut

General Statutes Section 6-43, subject to the provisions contained

in that statute. Mr. Lewis engaged in union organizing activities

amongst---his---fellow special deputy sheriffs in 1990 and-1991. Mr.

Lewis' appointment was withdrawn, that is, he was terminated by the

High Sheriff on July 26, 1991. The High Sheriff claimed this

occurred after hearing, resulting from numerous regulatory breaches

by Lewis. The Board found they were a pretext to eliminate Lewis

and that this termination was a direct result of Lewis' persistence

in union organizing. Lewis' complaint to the Board ensued. The

Board found that Mr. Lewis was an employee within the meaning of

Connecticut General Statutes Section 5-270(b). The Board noted the
u

passage of Public Act 92-61 but determined that it had no

retroactive effect. It ruled that Mr. Lewis was therefore entitled

to the protections afforded employees of the State of Connecticut
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under the State Employees Relation Act (SERA)  and the State

Personnel Act. It entered orders.consistent with that finding.

This appeal ensued.

There are two principal issues in this case: (1) is Public Act

92-61 retroactive in its application to 'cover and include Mr. Lewis

I as of July 26,1991; and (2) 'did the Connecticut State Board of

Labor Relations err in concluding that Mr. Lewis, as a special

deputy sheriff, was an employee within the meaning of the State

Employees Relation Act (SERA)? Inasmuch as the first issue is

dispositive of the appeal, the court need not reach the second

issue.

The Board's Finding of Fact as to the basis or reason for

Lewis' termination remains undisturbed. A finding of fact

rationally supported in the record will not be overturned. Levinson

V. Board of Chiropractic Examiners, 211 Conn. 508, 521, 560 A.2d

403 (1989).

The Defendants urge the Court to find that Public Act 92-61

has no retroactive application. This principle has authority in

Connecticut General States Sec.l-l(u): "The  passage or repeal of

an act shall not affect any action pending." The Supreme Court

llha[sl construed that provision to mean that ' [sl  tatutes should be

construed retroactively only when the mandate of the legislature is

imperative.' (citations omitted)." Sherry H. v. Probate Court, 177

Conn. 93, 100 (1979). To determine whether the 'mandate of the

legislature is imperative', the legislative history must be

examined.Ibid. "In  determining the intended effect of a later

enactment on earlier legislation, two questions must be asked.
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'First, was the act intended to clarify existing law or change it?

Second, if the act was intended to.make a change, was the change

intended to operate retroactively ?' Circle Lanes of Fairfield, Inc.

V. Fav, 195 Conn. 534, 540, 489 A.2d  363  (1985)."  State  v. Maqnano,

204 Conn. 259, 277 (1987).

The legislative intent to clarify the status of special deputy

sheriffs was stated as follows on the floor of the House of

Representatives:

"Rep. Adamo: (116th)

. . . . Madam Speaker, this is a very simple.-provision  which

clarifies the fact that the special deputy sheriffs do not come

under the provisions of Chapter 66 through 68 as it relates to the

State Employees Relations Act, the State Employees Personnel Act

and the State Employee Retirement Act. When the term, "special

deputy sheriffs" was put into statute in place of "court security

officers", for some unknown reason, the language that was in the

existing statute, 80-394 was not carried forth. This statute, this

bill corrects that error...." 1992 Connecticut General Assemblv

House Proceedings, April 28,1992,  p.68. Following that explanation,

the House of Representatives passed what became Public Act 92-61.

Inasmuch as Public Act 92-61 was intended to clarify the

original intent of the legislature, it as 'I... a clarifying act,

which ‘in effect construes and clarifies a prior statute must be

accepted as the legislative declaration of the meaning of the

original act.' [citations omitted.ll'  Ibid at 279. Inasmuch as this

court finds that the legislature intended Public Act 92-61 to

clarify Connecticut General Statutes Section 5-270(b), the court
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need not need reach the second question. "Where an amendment is

intended to clarify the original in.tent  of an earlier statute, it

necessarily has retroactive effect." Ibid at 284.

For the reasons stated herein, the appeal is sustained. The

decision and order of the Board is Ordered vacated, set aside and

reversed.

Munro,J.
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